
Fine tune your 
performance... 

Argon®



“Fine tune” your performance ... first time, second 
time, every time! Infinite fine tuning possibilities to 
ensure perfect driving ergonomics can be achieved 
and maintained.

Finely and easily 
adjustable

Quickie  Argon®



and a custom choice to hit the road. Up to 3 million option combinations with over 20 design choices.
3.7 million colour combinations including 6 upholstery colours and 27 brilliant and matt paint finishes for 
your frame, hubs, forks, wheels, handrims and footplates.

Looks to perform... 

Rear axle with infinite rear 
wheel centre of gravity 
adjustment for optimum 
driving and turning 
performance

Lightweight axle plate 
and axle tube clamp 
offers independent 
adjustments of seat 
height and axle 
spacing

True open frame design Improved, durable folding 
backrest system offering 
angle adjustment from 
-12º to +8º

Excellent handling! 

Fine tune your 

    performance

High tolerances and rigidity for excellent handling, rolling performance and cornering. Rigid frame 
construction and excellent driving characteristics. Minimalist open frame design ensuring easy lifting and 
transporting

Compact wheel lock 
folds away nicely below 
the frame (option)

Lightweight tubular 
footrest (option)

Fold down push 
handles (option)

Fold down backrest 
with "double lock" 
(option) holds the 
backrest down for easy 
transportation
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For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, please refer to the order form.
All information is subject to change without notification. Please consult Sunrise Medical with any queries you may have.
If you are visually impaired, this document can be viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.com or alternatively is available on request in large text.

Technical data sheet

27 individual frame colours

6 individual sling colours

Total Weight                     at least 9.9kg 

Maximum user weight  120kg (18.8 stone)

Weight of heaviest part               7kg

Turning circle           max 115cm (45.2
„)

Transit tested to ISO 7176 Part 19 and passed             Yes
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* Based on 0° camber and 24„ wheels


